1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Selective attention refers to the ability to prioritize relevant stimuli in the presence of irrelevant, competing distractors ([@bib0145], [@bib0210], [@bib0445]). This ability is proposed to be fundamental for the foundations of language, memory, literacy, and mathematics ([@bib0010], [@bib0090], [@bib0110], [@bib0315], [@bib0460]). In addition, the neural mechanisms of selective attention have been associated with key cognitive skills, such as visual working memory and nonverbal intelligence, both in adults and children ([@bib0190], [@bib0195], [@bib0235]).

An extensive body of research has examined how early experiences relate to and modify the development of the neural mechanisms underlying selective attention. This research reveals the contributions of a wide range of experiential factors, including early sensory deprivation ([@bib0030], [@bib0345]), socioeconomic status ([@bib0120]; [@bib0480]), music training ([@bib0490]), and targeted prevention and intervention programs ([@bib0350], [@bib0465], [@bib0475]). In comparison, relatively little is known about how genetic factors associate with the development of neural mechanisms of selective attention, especially in early childhood. Yet it has been argued that combining neuroscience methods with the study of alleles of specific candidate genes carries the potential to improve our understanding of how individual differences in cognitive abilities emerge and develop ([@bib0395]), as well as how both experiential and genetic factors contribute to the development of neural systems ([@bib0425]). Further, it can allow for the investigation of gene-by-environment interactions, common in studies of social and emotional development and psychopathology ([@bib0050], [@bib0155], [@bib0310], [@bib0390]), and also emerging in the field of intervention research ([@bib0015], [@bib0045]).

The present study centered on the allelic variations of the serotonin transporter linked polymorphic region (5-HTTLPR) of the serotonin transporter gene, *SLC6A4*. Serotonin is the most widely distributed neurotransmitter in the brain, with the serotonin system originating from the raphe nuclei and projecting to a broad range of brain regions (for a review, see [@bib0285]). One of these regions is prefrontal cortex (PFC), which receives direct projections of serotonergic neurons from raphe nuclei and hosts a dense distribution of serotonin receptor and transporter sites ([@bib0005], [@bib0410]). PFC is a fundamental component of neural mechanisms involved in selective attention ([@bib0135], [@bib0185], [@bib0405], [@bib0530]). PFC is generally considered a source of top-down attentional modulation, which can then influence sensory processing in site-specific regions ([@bib0385], [@bib0450]). Given the contributions of serotonin to the development, neuroplasticity and functioning of the frontal cortex in the mammalian brain ([@bib0005], [@bib0285], [@bib0410]) and the critical role of prefrontal cortex in selective attention ([@bib0055], [@bib0270]), it is plausible that the serotonergic systems play a role in the development of selective attention.

A key controller of serotonin functioning in the brain is serotonin transporter ([@bib0335]). 5-HTTLPR is a polymorphic region in the gene that encodes serotonin transporter and is involved in serotonin reuptake from the synaptic cleft to presynaptic nerve terminals ([@bib0240], [@bib0290]). There are two predominant allelic variations of 5-HTTLPR: the short allele and the long allele ([@bib0205]). The short allele of 5-HTTLPR is generally associated with lower transcriptional activity of the serotonin transporter gene, but the precise neurobiological mechanisms through which these allelic variations contribute to brain functioning have yet to be determined ([@bib0240]). Despite this uncertainty in specific neurobiological mechanisms, 5-HTTLPR has been the most investigated genetic polymorphism in psychology ([@bib0095]). Most previous research investigated the allelic variations of 5-HTTLPR in the context of susceptibility or resilience to psychopathology ([@bib0040], [@bib0095], [@bib0260], [@bib0390]). Accordingly, previous studies on 5-HTTLPR and attention focused predominantly on how this polymorphism relates to biased attention toward stimuli with positive or negative emotional valence, as a potential marker for susceptibility to psychopathology ([@bib0380]). Such studies commonly reported that the short allele, either in homozygous and/or heterozygous form, was associated with attentional bias toward emotionally valenced stimuli ([@bib0035], [@bib0180], [@bib0300], [@bib0370], [@bib0500]). However, little is known about the relationship between 5-HTTLPR and selective attention in young children, or in the absence of emotionally valenced stimuli.

In the present study, we assessed the relationship between 5-HTTLPR and the neural mechanisms of selective attention in a sample of 121 preschool-age children from lower socioeconomic status (SES) backgrounds. Event-related brain potentials (ERPs) were used to examine the neural mechanisms of selective auditory attention using a well-established, child-friendly dichotic listening task without emotional valence ([@bib0105], [@bib0350], [@bib0430], [@bib0470]). We focused on children from lower SES backgrounds, whose selective attention abilities are at heightened risk for deficits ([@bib0120], [@bib0470], [@bib0480]), with notable individual differences in vulnerability ([@bib0235]). Based on the structural and functional connections between serotonergic systems and PFC ([@bib0005], [@bib0285], [@bib0410]) and the role of PFC as a source of attentional modulation ([@bib0055], [@bib0270]), we expected 5-HTTLPR to account for individual differences in the neural mechanisms of selective attention.

In the present study, no directional predictions were made regarding the association between 5-HTTLPR and selective attention, as the literature provides a basis for two very different predictions. On the one hand, across several studies, the short allele of 5-HTTLPR has been identified as a factor in vulnerability for unfavorable mental health outcomes, especially in the face of adversity ([@bib0095], [@bib0260]). While some reports contest the reliability of this link ([@bib0070], [@bib0330], [@bib0415]), this finding is supported in a number of studies and meta-analyses ([@bib0115], [@bib0250], [@bib0260], [@bib0455]). As lower SES in childhood is commonly associated with adverse familial and environmental conditions ([@bib0025], [@bib0175]), accordingly, it is possible that short allele carriers from lower SES backgrounds show greater sensitivity to such environmental adversity, and thus show attenuated neural indices of selective attention. On the other hand, it has also been argued that the short allele marks *hypervigilance,* defined as greater sensitivity to environmental stimuli that are motivationally relevant ([@bib0150], [@bib0225]). This framework draws from several studies which reported superior performance in short allele carriers compared to long homozygotes in various areas of cognition such as decision making, executive function, and reversal learning (e.g., [@bib0080], [@bib0245], [@bib0420]). It is argued that such results stem from hyperreactivity of the corticolimbic structures, including PFC, in short allele carriers ([@bib0225]). As claimed by this framework, such hyperreactivity results in increased vigilance in short allele carriers, which in turn is advantageous for cognitive tasks, especially in the absence of stimuli that can evoke emotional responses. As our selective attention task does not include any emotional or social valence, this framework predicts short allele carriers to show increased vigilance to the attended channel and correspondingly enhanced neural responses in our sustained selective attention task. Since our study exclusively focused on a lower SES sample and used a task without emotional or social valence, both of these frameworks (i.e. vulnerability to adversity versus hypervigilance) appear plausible. Therefore, no directional predictions were specified. Importantly, any main effects of the 5-HTTLPR observed in the lower SES sample provide the groundwork for future research examining gene-by-environment or gene-by-intervention interactions and provide information on the contribution of the 5-HTTLPR to the development of neural systems for attention in young children from lower SES backgrounds.

2. Method {#sec0010}
=========

2.1. Participants {#sec0015}
-----------------

The final sample included 121 children (76 females) between the ages of 40 and 67 months (Mean = 55 months, *SD* = 6.5 months). These were the same participants as reported in a previous study of neural mechanisms of selective attention in lower SES preschoolers ([@bib0235]), excluding three participants from whom genetic data were not available. The participants were recruited in Oregon from 12 preschool sites of Head Start, a program for families living at or below the poverty line. Based on parent reports, children with diagnosed behavioral or neurological problems (e.g. attention-deficit and hyperactivity disorder, specific language impairment, epilepsy) and children taking psychoactive medications were excluded from recruitment for the present study. Children with an individualized family service plan (IFSP) or individualized education program (IEP), written documents outlining special education needs and services for a child with developmental delays or disorders, were also excluded from recruitment. All children from whom EEG data were collected were right-handed, monolingual, native English speakers and passed a hearing screening at 20 dB HL at 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz in both the right and left ears. From a total of 157 children who met these criteria, 23 were excluded due to low ERP data quality (excessive EEG artifacts and/or less than 75 trials per condition). In addition, 11 children were excluded for having less than 50% accuracy on the comprehension questions presented during the ERP task, described below. Three additional children for whom we did not have genetic information were also excluded. In the final sample of 121 children, parent reports indicated that 59% were White/Caucasian, 1% Black/African American, 4% American Indian or Alaskan, 15% more than one ethnicity, 1% unknown. In the sample, 20% of parents did not report the ethnicity of their children. Excluding the unknown/unreported children, our sample was predominantly (74%) White/Caucasian.[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"}

Informed consent was obtained from parents or other caregivers. In addition, verbal assent was obtained from child participants. All families were paid for participation. Study procedures were approved by the University of Oregon Institutional Review Board.

2.2. Socioeconomic status (SES) {#sec0020}
-------------------------------

Although all children were considered lower SES by virtue of their eligibility for and participation in Head Start, parents/caregivers filled out a short questionnaire about the education level and profession of the primary caregivers as an additional metric of SES. The questionnaire was used to calculate a second index of child SES, which was coded by trained research assistants according to the Hollingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status ([@bib0215]).

2.3. Electrophysiological assessment of selective auditory attention {#sec0025}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

### 2.3.1. ERP task {#sec0030}

ERPs were recorded in a paradigm of spatial selective auditory attention, described in detail in previous studies ([@bib0235], [@bib0350]). Briefly, in this paradigm, children attended selectively to one of two simultaneously presented stories, differing in location (left/right audio speaker) and narration voice (female/male). Each story to be attended was accompanied by images relevant to the content of the story. Further, a small green arrow pointing to the left or right was superimposed at the bottom of the images to indicate the attended side.

ERPs were time-locked to probe stimuli superimposed on the attended and unattended stories. Half of the probe stimuli were linguistic and half were non-linguistic. The linguistic probe stimulus was a token of the syllable /ba/ spoken by a female voice (different from the female narrators) and edited to 100 ms. The nonlinguistic probe was created by scrambling the order of 4--6 ms segments of the linguistic probe to create a nonlinguistic probe with similar acoustic characteristics. Both probes were 100 ms in length and presented in a pseudorandom order at an interstimulus interval (ISI) of either 200, 500, or 1000 ms. Following our previous work with this paradigm in young children ([@bib0235], [@bib0350], [@bib0470]), all analyses were collapsed across the linguistic and non-linguistic probes. A total of 800 probe stimuli were presented during the experiment, with ∼400 stimuli in each of the attend and unattend conditions.

### 2.3.2. Procedure {#sec0035}

Children arrived at the laboratory with their parent/caregiver(s) and were provided time to acclimate to the environment before placement of the electrode cap began. Once the EEG cap was in place, children were seated in a comfortable chair in an electrically shielded, sound-attenuating booth. Children were instructed not to move or lean from side to side. A trained research assistant sat in the booth with each child throughout the experiment to ensure the child remained centered in the chair. Two auditory loudspeakers were placed on either side of the participant (90° to the left and right of the chair). A computer monitor was positioned approximately 145 cm in front of the child. Before the data were recorded, children received a pre-recorded introduction to the paradigm and task, including instructions to attend to the story played from one speaker while ignoring the story presented on the other speaker. Children were also familiarized with the probe sounds ('bas' and 'buzzes') and told that these sounds could be ignored.

Children attended to a total of four narratives, attending twice to the right side and twice to the left side (order either RLLR or LRRL). All participants attended to two stories narrated by a female and two stories narrated by a male. For the duration of the experiment, participants were monitored by an intercom system and a video camera in addition to the trained research assistant in the booth. After each story, the experimenter asked the participant three basic comprehension questions about the attended story. The comprehension questions were always about the attended story and had two alternatives. A response of "I don't know" was considered an incorrect response. Only children who performed with at least 50% accuracy on the comprehension questions were included in the EEG analyses.

### 2.3.3. EEG recording and analysis {#sec0040}

EEG was recorded at a sampling rate of 512 Hz from 32 Ag-AgCl electrodes attached to an electrode cap and arranged according to the International 10/10 system. Recordings were made using the Active-Two system (Biosemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands), which does not require impedance measurements, an online reference, or gain adjustments. Additional electrodes were placed on the left and right mastoid, at the outer canthi of both eyes and below the right eye. Scalp signals were recorded relative to the Common Mode Sense (CMS) active electrode and then re-referenced off-line to the algebraic average of the left and right mastoid. Left and right horizontal eye channels were re-referenced to one another.

ERP analyses were carried out using EEGLAB ([@bib0140]) and ERPLAB ([@bib0305]). Data were down-sampled to 256 Hz to speed computation and band-pass filtered from 0.1 to 40 Hz. The EEG data were epoched offline between 100 ms prior to and 500 ms after stimulus onset, using the first 100 ms as the pre-stimulus-onset baseline. Artifact rejection was executed using a multi-step procedure. First, automatic artifact rejection was executed using a 200 ms window, moving at 50 ms increments with peak-to-peak rejection criteria of 100 μV for the eye channels and 200 μV for all other channels. On the basis of visual inspection of the epoched EEG data, if these automatic rejection parameters were insufficient for a participant (indicated by either clean trials being incorrectly rejected, or eyeblinks or eye movements failing to be correctly rejected), individual rejection parameters were selected and the rejection process was repeated with these individualized parameters. Then, trained research assistants performed a subsequent artifact rejection step to exclude additional epochs containing eye movements and muscle artifacts from further analyses. Out of ∼ 400 trials per attention condition, an average of 250 trials (*SD* = 63) per participant were accepted for the attend condition, and 250 trials (*SD* = 61) were accepted for the unattend condition.

For a total of three participants with otherwise clean EEG data, a single bad electrode was replaced with the average mean amplitude of the three neighboring electrodes. The neighboring electrodes were determined based on the rows described below, within the hemisphere of interest. The mean amplitudes of ERPs were measured between 100 and 200 ms post-stimulus onset, consistent with previous studies using this paradigm with young children from lower SES backgrounds ([@bib0235], [@bib0350], [@bib0470]). As shown in these previous studies, the 100--200 ms time window captures the attention effect across children. The appropriateness of this time window was confirmed by looking at individual subject averages prior to data analysis.

The ERP attention effect was operationalized as the mean amplitude difference between the ERPs to the probes in the stories when they were attended versus when they were unattended (attend − unattend). Three rows of 8 electrodes were created as follows: anterior: F7/8, F3/4, FT7/8, FC5/6; central: T7/8, C5/6, CP5/6, C3/4; posterior: P7/8, P3/4, PO3/4, O1/2. The configuration of the electrode cap is illustrated in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}. These electrode aggregates were identical to those used in previous studies that employed the same ERP paradigm, with the same EEG system/cap layout, and the same age group from lower SES backgrounds ([@bib0235], [@bib0350]).Fig. 1Electrode configuration for event-related brain potential (ERP) recordings. The 24 electrodes included in analyses are bolded and specified in the text.Fig. 1

2.4. Genotyping {#sec0045}
---------------

Buccal epithelial cells were collected with cotton collection swabs. For each child, two swabs were collected. Genotyping was conducted at the University of Oregon. Genomic DNA was isolated from the swabs using QuickExtract V1.0 (Epicentre Biotechnologies, Madison, WI) according to their protocol. Approximately 1% of this preparation was used for each amplification. The promoter region of SLC6A4 was amplified using the primers reported in Deckert et al. ([@bib0130]).

Allele frequencies of 5-HTTLPR were 57% for the long (l) allele and 43% for the short (s) allele. According to the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, the expected distribution of 5-HTTLPR genotypes would be 33% for long-long, 49% for short-long, and 18% for short-short. In our sample, genotype frequencies were 29% for long--long (*n* = 35), 56% for short-long (*n* = 68), and 15% for short-short (*n* = 18). Chi-square tests revealed no significant differences between the observed frequencies and the expected frequencies according to the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (*χ^2^*(2) = 2.54, *p* = 0.28).

3. Results {#sec0050}
==========

Exploratory data analyses were conducted for the ERP data, for all children together, as well as independently for each 5-HTTLPR genotype group (long-long, short-long, and short-short). No outliers (+/− 3 *SD*) were detected. All children with acceptable ERP data, based on the criteria described above, were included in the analyses. [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} displays the descriptive statistics by the 5-HTTLPR genotype groups for age, SES, number of correct answers children gave for the comprehension questions asked during the ERP task, and number of clean ERP trials used in the analyses. SES information was missing for 11 children (3 long-long, 8 short-long children). [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} presents the mean amplitudes of the ERPs of the selective attention effect for each of the three genotype groups, in each of the three electrode aggregates.Table 1Age, SES, story comprehension question accuracy, and number of ERP trials for the 5-HTTLPR genotypes.Table 1AgeSESComprehension AccuracyNumber of ERP trials5-HTTLPR GenotypesMean (*SD*)Mean (*SD*)Mean (*SD*)Mean (*SD*)Long-long (*n* = 35)4.4830.798.00504(*0.51*)(*10.74*)(*1.41*)(*123*)Short-long (*n* = 68)4.5128.988.62507(*0.56*)(*11.90*)(*1.54*)(*121*)Short-short (*n* = 18)4.8131.118.83468(*0.52*)(*11.96*)(*1.38*)(*130*)[^1]Table 2Mean amplitude differences (μV) for the ERPs elicited by identical probes embedded in stories when attended versus unattended for the long-long, short-long, and short-short 5-HTTLPR genotypes.Table 2Anterior ElectrodesCentral ElectrodesPosterior ElectrodesAll\
electrodes5-HTTLPR GenotypesMean (*SD*)Mean (*SD*)Mean (*SD*)Mean (*SD*)Long-long (*n* = 35)−0.17−0.17−0.55−0.30(*1.37*)(*1.42*)(*1.70*)(*1.23*)Short-long (*n* = 68)0.480.440.020.31(*1.48*)(*1.36*)(*1.43*)(*1.11*)Short-short (*n* = 18)0.560.760.560.63(*1.49*)(*1.33*)(*1.81*)(*1.26*)

Univariate ANOVAs were used to test whether age, SES, comprehension accuracy, or number of ERP trials varied as a function of 5-HTTLPR genotype. There were no main effects of 5-HTTLPR genotype on age, SES, comprehension accuracy, or number of ERP trials. The ANOVA statistics are reported in [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}. Chi-square tests showed that there were also no significant differences in gender distribution between the 5-HTTLPR genotype groups, *χ^2^* (2) = 0.03, *p* = 0.98. The parent reports of race/ethnicity were recoded as follows: white, not white, unknown/unreported, with subsequent chi-square tests revealing no significant differences in race/ethnicity between the 5-HTTLPR genotype groups, *χ^2^* (4) = 0.78, *p* = 0.94. Similarly, when the children with unknown or unreported race/ethnicity information were excluded (*n* = 26), there were no significant differences in the distributions between the genotype groups, *χ^2^* (2) = 0.12, *p* = 0.94.Table 3Analyses of variance for age, SES, comprehension accuracy, and ERP mean amplitudes of the attention effect by 5-HTTLPR genotype (long-long, short-long, short-short).Table 3Fdfppartial η^2^Age2.602, 1180.080.04SES0.382, 1060.69\<0.01Comprehension accuracy2.652, 1180.080.04Number of ERP trials0.762, 1180.470.01  ERP mean amplitudes 5-HTTLPR3.052, 1180.01[\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}0.07 Electrode location2.442, 2360.090.02 5-HTTLPR x electrode location0.314, 2360.78\< 0.01[^2]

We used a mixed-model ANOVA to evaluate whether the ERPs of the selective attention effect varied as a function of 5-HTTLPR. The ANOVA included the between-group factor of three 5-HTTLPR genotypes (long-long, short-long, and short-short), and the within-group factor of three levels of electrode locations (anterior, central, posterior). Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied for all ANOVAs with greater than one degree of freedom. Uncorrected degrees of freedom but corrected *p*-values are reported. For the effect sizes in ANOVAs, partial *η^2^* is reported.

In an initial ANOVA, age and gender were included as covariates. The effects of these covariates did not reach statistical significance in the ERP analyses. Consequently, these covariates were dropped from the final model for parsimony. The results of the final model are reported in [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}.

Results indicated a significant main effect of 5-HTTLPR genotype on the ERP selective attention effect. There was neither a main effect of electrode location, nor an interaction between genotype groups and electrode location. Accordingly, [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} shows the ERP mean amplitudes of the selective attention effect for the 5-HTTLPR genotype groups, averaged across all electrode locations. The grand average ERP waveforms for all electrodes included in the analyses are illustrated separately for each genotype group as follows: long-long genotype in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}, short-long genotype in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}, and short-short genotype in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2Mean amplitudes (μV) of ERP selection attention effect, averaged across all channels included in the analyses. Long-long children had smaller ERP mean amplitudes than children who carried at least one short allele. Error bars represent +/− 1 SE. \* p \< 0.05.Fig. 2Fig. 3Grand-average ERP waveforms showing ERPs elicited by the attend and unattend conditions for children with the long-long genotype. For this, and all subsequent ERP figures, negative is plotted upward.Fig. 3Fig. 4Grand-average ERP waveforms showing ERPs elicited by the attend and unattend conditions for children with the short-long genotype.Fig. 4Fig. 5Grand-average ERP waveforms showing ERPs elicited by the attend and unattend conditions for children with the short-short genotype.Fig. 5

To unpack the main effect of 5-HTTLPR on ERPs of selective attention, we used Helmert contrasts. These planned orthogonal contrasts allowed us to directly test a) whether there were differences in the ERP selective attention effect between the long homozygotes and the short allele carriers, and b) between the children who carry one versus two copies of the short allele. The contrasts were constructed as follows: Comparison 1: longlong vs. short-long and short-short (contrast coefficients: −2, 1, 1); Comparison 2: short-long vs. short-short (contrast coefficients: 0, −1, 1). A Bonferroni correction was used to control for multiple comparisons, with the statistical significance level adjusted to *p* *\<* 0.025. For effect sizes, Cohen's *d* values were computed. Given the unequal sample sizes of the genotype groups, pooled standard deviation was used in Cohen's *d* calculations.

The Helmert contrasts revealed a significant difference in the mean amplitudes of the selective attention effect between the children homozygous for the long allele (long-long) and the children who carry at least one copy of the short allele (short-long and short-short), *t*(118) = −3.05, *p* = 0.003, *d* = −0.58. The selective attention effect was attenuated (smaller, less positive in amplitude) in the long homozygotes relative to the short allele carriers. The second Helmert contrast indicated that the ERP selective attention effect did not differ significantly between the children who carry one versus two copies of the short allele (short-long vs. short-short), *t*(118) = −1.00, *p* = 0.32, *d* = −0.27.[2](#fn0010){ref-type="fn"}

Following the primary analyses reported above, a supplemental analysis was conducted to rule out the possibility that the genotype effects for selective attention could be attributed to general heightened neural activity in short allele carriers. In this supplemental analysis, we ran an additional ANOVA in which attention (attend vs. unattend) was entered as a within-subjects factor. If the results stemmed from more general heightened neural activity, we would expect to find a main effect of genotype, regardless of condition (i.e. greater ERP mean amplitudes in short allele carriers in both the attend and unattend conditions). However, there was no main effect of 5-HTTLPR on overall amplitude (*F*(2, 118) = 0.96, *p* = 0.39). There was also no genotype x electrode location interaction (*F*(2, 118) = 0.79, *p* = 0.46), again indicating that there was no specificity in electrode location. These results suggest that the group differences in the attention effect favoring short allele carriers cannot be explained by more general heightened neural activity, across the scalp or over specific electrode locations.[3](#fn0015){ref-type="fn"}

4. Discussion {#sec0055}
=============

The present study investigated the relationship between the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism and neural mechanisms of selective auditory attention in preschool children from lower SES backgrounds. We observed clear differences in a neural index of selective attention as a function of the 5-HTTLPR genotypes. Specifically, short allele carriers exhibited a larger effect of selective attention on ERPs compared to long homozygotes. In contrast, no differences were observed between children carrying one versus two copies of the short allele. As previous research indicates that larger effects of selective attention on ERPs are linked to better performance in nonverbal tasks of cognition in adults and children ([@bib0195], [@bib0235]), this suggests that the current findings can be interpreted as enhanced neural mechanisms of selective attention in short allele carriers.

The enhanced ERP attention effects in short carriers were broadly distributed across the scalp, with no evidence that the group effects were specific to more anterior versus posterior electrode sites. Indeed, although the source of attentional modulation is expected to be an anterior fronto-parietal network, including the PFC, our dependent measure captures the *effects* of that network on the underlying sensory processing. While previous research on ERP auditory selective attention effects suggests that anterior and central attention effects correlate most strongly with nonverbal IQ ([@bib0235]), no such specificity was observed here. However, the overall distribution of the effect is consistent with previous research using the same dichotic listening paradigm, which showed that the ERP auditory selective attention effects in typically developing preschool aged children are broadly distributed across the scalp ([@bib0265], [@bib0430]). In addition, a supplemental analysis ruled out the possibility that short allele carriers simply showed generalized heightened neural activity, which would have been manifest as group differences regardless of attention condition (i.e., larger overall ERP amplitudes). Thus, our findings suggest an enhancement of the ERP attention effect in short allele carriers, which in preschool children is broadly distributed across the scalp.

Our results provide initial evidence for a relation between serotonergic systems, as indexed by the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism, and neural mechanisms of selective attention in young children. Given the critical role of PFC as a source of top-down attentional modulation ([@bib0385], [@bib0450]), it is plausible that this relation between serotonergic systems and selective attention is mediated by the structural and functional links between serotonergic systems and PFC ([@bib0005], [@bib0285], [@bib0410]). However, the ways in which the allelic variations of 5-HTTLPR contribute to brain functioning is still under investigation ([@bib0240]). Therefore, the precise neurobiological mechanisms that lead to enhanced selective attention in short allele carriers are to be determined.

Most previous research has examined 5-HTTLPR in relation to biased attention toward stimuli with emotional valence (for a review, see [@bib0380]). The most robust finding of these studies is that the short allele is associated with attentional bias toward positive valence, such as happy faces ([@bib0035], [@bib0180]), as well as negative emotional expressions, such as anger, fear, or sadness ([@bib0035], [@bib0180], [@bib0300], [@bib0500]) or fear-relevant stimuli, such as spiders ([@bib0370]). The associations between the short allele and greater biased attention to negative valence are also observed in interaction with stressful life events and low social support ([@bib0255], [@bib0375]). This greater attentional bias toward emotionally or socially salient stimuli in short allele carriers has been mainly discussed as a potential pathway of vulnerability toward affective disorders, such as depression and anxiety.

However, it has also been argued that the short allele, rather than being a marker for psychopathology, may be considered a marker of hypervigilance, displayed as elevated sensitivity to relevant environmental stimuli ([@bib0150], [@bib0225]). Accordingly, such hypervigilance can predict psychopathology or advantageous outcomes depending on the specific demands of tasks and relevant stimuli, as well as broader environmental context. To speculate, this hypervigilance framework may account for our findings of superior neural mechanisms of selective attention in short allele carriers, measured in a dichotic listening paradigm with no apparent positive or negative valence. The proposed hypervigilance of short allele carriers may manifest as pronounced attentional abilities in the absence of emotionally salient or threatening stimuli. For example, it has been posited that when the task relevant environmental cues are controllable and not emotionally or socially salient, the hypervigilance of short allele carriers can be observed as an overarching cognitive advantage. Indeed, there is a set of emerging studies suggesting that, under certain conditions, short allele carriers exhibit cognitive advantage in a diverse set of tasks mediated by the PFC, including working memory, executive function, and decision-making ([@bib0080], [@bib0160], [@bib0245], [@bib0495]). However, a large-scale study failed to find such an association ([@bib0020]). Therefore, any links between the short allele and a general cognitive advantage await further study that can identify the conditions under which the short allele is associated with improved performance.

Given the literature that linked the short allele to vulnerability for disadvantageous outcomes in the face of environmental adversity ([@bib0095], [@bib0260]) and that lower SES is generally associated with adverse familial and environmental conditions ([@bib0025], [@bib0175]), it would be plausible to predict weaker selective attention effects in short allele carriers from lower SES families. Yet, our results did not support this prediction. Our findings may suggest that, at least early in development, short carrier status can act as a protective factor for abilities of selective attention in lower SES children. However, our findings may also stem from an underlying gene x environment interaction that we could not directly assess in our study, given our exclusive focus on a lower SES sample and the absence of any measure of environmental variability within our SES sample. It has also been asserted that short allele carriers are more sensitive not only to adversity, but also to supportive and enriching environments, and thus less prone to psychopathology under supportive environmental conditions, compared to long homozygotes ([@bib0050], [@bib0040], [@bib0075], [@bib0295]). Although our sample was predominantly lower SES, we may have oversampled from a population of lower SES children with relatively supportive household environments. Indeed, as these children were also participating in part of a larger study (the present data were collected prior to any additional intervention or services), we may have selected those families with the willingness and capacity to sign up for participation in, and completion of, multiple research sessions. Another intriguing possibility is that the Head Start program, from which we recruited all of our participants, may act as a supportive environment for lower SES children and render short allele carriers, who are more sensitive to environmental conditions, more advantaged.

These possibilities call for several important directions for future investigation. First and foremost, it remains important to understand how the 5-HTTLPR genotypes interact with environmental factors in predicting selective attention. For instance, lower SES in childhood is associated with stressful familial experiences such as persistent economic hardship, crowding, family dissolution, and mobility, as well as neighborhood characteristics such as violence, crime, environmental hazards, and noise pollution ([@bib0085], [@bib0175], [@bib0170]). Such chronic stress in childhood has been identified as a potential mechanism by which SES alters the development of the brain and, consequently, cognitive functioning ([@bib0065], [@bib0060]). However, without an objective and validated measure of stress in young children, we cannot assess how 5-HTTLPR genotypes act under stress in predicting neural mechanisms of selective attention. [@bib0260] reported that the genetic moderation by 5-HTTLPR in studies of depression was weaker if they included self-report questionnaires and stronger if an objective measure of stress or in-person interviews were included. Therefore, inclusion of a validated chronic stress measure for young children could uncover moderation of the link between 5-HTTLPR and selective attention. Furthermore, families largely differ in various protective factors that are predictive of cognitive outcomes, such as parental responsiveness and stimulating home environments ([@bib0085], [@bib0280], [@bib0505]). Again, inclusion of validated measures of supportive environments for young children could reveal genetic moderations we could not assess in our study. Incorporating indicators of protective factors, along with indices of risk, is an important future direction to assess the associations between 5-HTTLPR genotypes and neural mechanisms of selective attention. Such assessments would also appraise whether the stress reactivity or differential susceptibility frameworks can also be applied to neural mechanisms of selective attention.

While our results provide initial evidence for the association between 5-HTTLPR genotypes and individual differences in selective attention in typically developing children, certain limitations of our study require consideration. First, the participants in this study were recruited from lower SES families, as discussed above. While some studies reported stronger genetic influences in lower SES populations ([@bib0355], [@bib0360], [@bib0525]), others associated weaker genetic influences with lower SES ([@bib0440], [@bib0510], [@bib0515]). Further, a recent meta-analysis argued for large cross-national differences in gene-by-SES interactions (Tucker-Drob and Bates, 2015). Given a lower SES environment is itself a risk factor for poorer neural mechanisms of attention ([@bib0120], [@bib0470]), it remains to be investigated whether the effects of 5-HTTLPR and socioeconomic status are additive or interactive.

Second, based on parent reports, our participants were predominantly of Caucasian ancestry. This raises the question as to whether our findings would generalize beyond a sample of Caucasian ancestry. It has been demonstrated that the frequency and functional characteristics of 5-HTTLPR may differ across populations ([@bib0100], [@bib0365], [@bib0535]). For instance, being homozygous for the short allele was associated with lower serotonin function in the central nervous system in European-Americans, and higher serotonin function in African-Americans ([@bib0520]). As another example, differential susceptibility of the short allele to environmental factors was observed in samples composed of primarily White children ([@bib0535]), while in a sample of predominantly Black children, homozygous long allele carriers were found to show greater susceptibility to environmental effects ([@bib0125]). Therefore, the extent to which our findings would generalize to more diverse populations of lower SES children remains to be investigated.

Third, although we did not find significant differences in the comprehension accuracy between the genotype groups, there was a trend favoring the short allele carriers. This suggests that there may be group differences, which we were either underpowered to detect or that our measure was not sensitive enough to capture. Our comprehension accuracy measure consists of forced-choice questions about the stories children were instructed to attend. We find this measure useful for our child-friendly ERP paradigm because it reinforces to children the goal of attending to a single story and is appropriate for children of diverse ages. The measure also provides a gross index of whether children were generally on task. At the same time, it is important to note that this measure is not designed to provide a sensitive assay of children's behavioral performance. Thus, it is difficult to interpret the trend for group differences. Future work using more sensitive behavioral measures of attention will be important for determining how the 5-HTTLPR genotype is associated with behavioral performance of selective attention.

Another limitation of our study is the biallelic categorization of the 5-HTTLPR allelic variations. Here we focused on the two common allelic variants that occur either as a shorter sequence of 14 repeats (short allele) or a longer sequence of 16 repeats (long allele). However, other lengths have also been reported ([@bib0275], [@bib0340]). Furthermore, instead of a biallelic categorization, a triallelic classification has been proposed based on the single nucleotide variant (A to G) detected on the long allele ([@bib0230], [@bib0275]). The variant designated L~A~ was associated with higher serotonin transporter binding, whereas the variant designated L~G~ was associated with lower serotonin binding ([@bib0230], [@bib0400]). According to this categorization, the L~G~ variant is grouped together with the short allele, in comparison to the L~A~/L~A~ genotype assigned to long homozygosity ([@bib0125], [@bib0165], [@bib0325]). If we had used this triallelic categorization, children who carry the L~G~ variant would be grouped together with short carriers, instead of long homozygotes. It will be important to test this triallelic variation approach in future studies of 5-HTTLPR genotype and brain functioning.

In addition, it bears repeating that as no single candidate gene can solely account for variability in any cognitive ability, thus it remains crucial to investigate how 5-HTTLPR polymorphism interacts with other polymorphisms linked to attentional abilities in children. In adults, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of various genes have been linked to cognitive abilities ([@bib0200], [@bib0435]). Among these, polymorphisms of several genes have been associated with attentional abilities ([@bib0485]). These genes include, but are not limited to, catecholamine-O-methyltransferase (COMT) gene, cholinergic receptor, nicotinic alpha 4 (CHRNA4) gene, dopamine receptor D4 (DRD4) gene, and dopamine active transporter 1 gene (DAT1). In typically developing infants and children, variability in attentional abilities has also been linked to COMT and DAT1 polymorphisms ([@bib0220], [@bib0320], [@bib0425]). A more comprehensive array of candidate genes, and assessment of their interactions with each other, would greatly advance our understanding of biological foundations of individual differences in neural mechanisms of selective attention.

5. Conclusion {#sec0060}
=============

The present study demonstrated a link between the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism and neural indices of selective attention in lower SES preschoolers. Compared to their long homozygote peers, children who carried at least one copy of the short allele displayed more pronounced attention effects, as measured by ERPs. These findings suggest that carrying at least one short allele of 5-HTTLPR may confer enhanced neural mechanisms of selective attention in preschool-age children from lower SES backgrounds. Further research is needed to understand the interactions between the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism and other candidate polymorphisms in the context of diverse environmental conditions. Future studies that address these issues can advance our understanding of the biological bases for neural mechanisms of selective attention, which are at risk in lower SES children. Additionally, the present study lays the groundwork for future research that can extend the gene-by-environment framework, common in research on vulnerability and resilience to psychopathology, to research on risk and resilience for key cognitive skills. Such efforts that combine neuroimaging with the study of genetic factors carry the potential to greatly improve our understanding of how individual differences in cognitive abilities emerge and develop ([@bib0395]) and how experiences shape the developing brain.
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The main analyses reported below were also conducted using only the subset of children reported to be Caucasian, as a means of limiting the likelihood of possible population stratification explaining any observed associations. These analyses yielded results consistent with those conducted with the whole sample.

Per a reviewer comment, additional analyses were run, restricted to only those children answering 7 or more comprehension questions correctly (accuracy greater than 50%). The results of these analyses (*n* = 109) were consistent with those that included children with 50% accuracy. There was a main effect of 5-HTTLPR (*F*(2, 106) = 5.77, *p* = 0.004); short allele carriers showed a larger ERP attention effect than long-homozygotes, and no differences were found between children who carry one versus two copies of the short allele (*p* = 0.001 and *p* = 0.44 respectively).

Additional supplemental analyses, conducted separately for attend and unattend conditions, could not localize group differences specifically to distractor suppression (differences in the unattend condition) versus signal enhancement (differences in the attend condition).

[^1]: *Note*. SES information was missing for 3 long-long and 8 short-long children (*n* = 11).

[^2]: p \< 0.05.
